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Regional Tourney
This Week
NUMBER 11

Athletes Will Be
Honored In Unique
Informal Party

Folklore Society
Presidents Will
Visit Eastern

The athletes, men who get
Eastern's fair name on the
sports pages of the nation, will
be honored with an Informal
party on Thursday evening,
March 16, In the recreation
room of Burnam Hall.
According to the social committee sponsoring the party, irfk[
team members, roaches, UieW
"gals" and wives, will be invhV
ed to attend this gala event.
A varied and unique program
Dr. Stlth Thompson, president
of entertainment has been
of the National Folklore Society,
planned by the group and
his wife and two daughters, and
games, excluding football, basketball, and tennis, will be Mr. Seamus O'Duilearga, presiplayed. Special music will be dent of the Irish Folklore Commission, will be the guests of
furnished for the occasion. The
program is to be so informal Eastern's Folklore Society .and
members of the English departthat the only restrictions are
ment at an informal dinner In the
that cleated shoes and swim
recreation room of Burnam Hall
trunks or football outfits will
on Saturday evening, March 11, at
not be permitted.
six o'clock.
Members of the Canterbury Club
ana language department nave received a special invitation to
attend this function in addition to
all persons who may be interested.
Tne Folklore Society, under the
direction of Miss liess Alice
Owens, cluo sponsor, wiU act as
nosts of uie program featuring the
addresses oi Ur. Thompson and
Mr. O uuilearga and the songs and
dances by cluo members.
Dr. Thompson, recognized authority on folklore ana author of
"Uur Heritage of World Literature," current textbook of the survey of literature course In Eastera's curriculum, is president of
The Science Club held its regu- our National Folklore Society,
larly scheduled meeting at the •rne current issue of The Journal
home of Dr. T." C. Herndon on of American Folklore, printed in
Wednesday, Marchtl. Following ouickstadt, Germany, carries two
a brief discussion of old and new articles by Dr. Thompson. The July
business, Eddie Pearson presented 1DJ8 issue of this publication ina detailed, scientific treatise on cluded an article and songs from
television, pertaining to its theory, the Cumberlands by Miss Owens,
the processes which make it pos- member of Eastern's faculty.
Stith Thompson, native-born
sible, and the practical application of the science as It stands to- Kentucklan, has never visited the
day. It was pointed out that be- eastern part of his state. He is a
cause of the relatively short wave member of the faculty In the delength necessarily used in the partment of English at the Indiana
transmission of television signals, State University in Bloomington,
the present possible radius of tele- Indiana.
Mr. Seamus O'Duilearga is
vision broadcasts is approximately
50 miles, and that for some years visiting America in pursuit of
to come television will probably the folklore of i rum-speaking
be available only to those persons people of this continent as a memliving in the urban areas of the Der of the Irish Folklore Commission, and is visiting Eastern in
United States.
At the next meeting of the club, connection with the folklore of our
the program will be furnished by native mountains of which Miss
Owens is an authority. In addition
Elvey Roberts.
to her researches here, she has
studied the various folklores in
England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales,
anu France. Under the direction
of Mr. O'Duilearga, over one
hundred tales of Gaelic peoples
have been collected and recorded
on Edlphone records.
The Irish authority arrived in
this country on February 8th at
the Invitation of Dr. Thompson
who had collected in Ireland under
his guidance. During his brief visit
in Richmond he will be taken on
a tour of the Kentucky Room of
the library, a survey of the collection of old books and-papers
of Dorrls', member of Eastern's
history department, and a short
Alpha Zeta Kappa, public speak- trip to locations of historic Interest
ing organization at Eastern Teach- In Madison county.
Tickets for this informal dinner
ers College, presented a program
February 27 at the college assem- may be purchased for sixty cents
bly hour, under the direction of at the college information office
Dr. Saul Hounchell, member of until noon Friday.
the faculty and sponsor of the
Colonel P. H. CaUahan, Judge
club. Miss Lucille Nunnelley, Boderich, and Barry Bingham,
Hustonville, president of the publisher of the Courier-Journal
society, presided.
will journey from Louisville to
A debate between Doniphan attend this dinner in honor of Mr.
Burrus, Richmond, and Lee Farris, O'Duilearga.
Mlddlesboro, opened the program.
Their subject was "Resolved: That
the United States government
should cease to use public funds
for the purpose of stimulating Tuesday, March 14—Frosh Tea,
business," with Burrus taking the
3-6 o'clock, Home of Dr. and
Mrs. Cuff.
affirmative and Farris the negative side. Miss Ruth Catlett, Law- Thursday, March 16—Informal
encebur, defined the terms of the
party for athletes, Burnam
debate.
Rec. room.
Burgln Benton, Richmond, gave Saturday, March 18—Informal
dance, 8-11 o'clock, Small
the oration on world peace which
gym.
won "for Eastern second place in
the Kentucky Peace Oratorical Thursday, March 23—Y's dincontest at Berea last fall.
ner, Glyndon Hotel, 6-8
o'clock.
Impersonations of leading public
speakers and news commentators Friday, March 24—Kappa Delta Pi dinner, Boone Tavern,
were given by Elmore Ryle, BurBerea.
lington, concluding the program.
Saturday, March 25—Free Tea
Dance, 3-5:30, Small gym.
Saturday, April 1—Informal
... Dance, 8:30-12 o'clock, Small
gym.
Friday, April 7—Soph. ViceVersa
Dance,
7:30-10:30,
Kentuckians In Washington have
Small gym.
received in the mail this week, Saturday, April 8—Open House
printed circulars boosting Roscoe
for all Students, 7:30 o'clock,
R. Dalton of Monticello for the
Burnam Hall.
Democratic gubernatorial nomina- Thursday,
April 20—Senior
tion in the Kentucky primary next
Women's Dinner, Glyndon
August. Mr. Dalton Is the state
Hotel.
director of the Federal Housing Thursday,
April 20—Senior
Administration. He Is thirty-seven
Girl's Tea, 3-6 o'clock, by
years old and a former student
Mrs. Donovan and Mrs. Case
of Eastern Kentucky State Teachat President's home.
ers College and the University of Friday, April 21—B. S. U. InKentucky. He attended Eastern
stallation, Baptist Church.
several years ago and since then
April 22 — Senior
has served as superintendent of Saturday,
BaU, 8:30-12 o'clock, Small
Wayne county schools, county
gym.
judge of Wayne county and memSaturday, April 29—Folk Lore
ber of the Democratic State CenSociety Dance, 7:30-10:30,
tral Committee.
Small gym.
Dalton's name has been men- Tuesday, May 2—Junior Womtioned frequently In Kentucky conen Reception for Juniors and
gressional circles as a possible canSeniors, 8-10, Burnam Hail.
didate to oppose Lieutenant Gover- Saturday,
May
12—Junior
nor Keen Johnson, member of the
Prom, 8:30-12 o'clock, Small
board of regents at Eastern, and
gym.
Governor Chandler's announced
choice for the governorship.

Dr. Stith Thompson,
Dr. Sumas O'Duilearga
Will Address Students

Little and Denny
Are Chosen As
Queen's Attendants
IN ELECTIONS

ON CAMPUS

Marian Frances Campbell, Junior, Springfield, was elected as the
Queen of the Junior prom by the
members of the junior class in the
final election conducted Tuesday,
March 7. This year the prom will
be held in the small gym of
Weaver Health Building on Friday evening, May 12, from 8:3012 p. m.
Selections for attendants to the
Prom Queen were Miss Frances
Little, Southgate, and Miss Peggy
Denny, Richmond.
The Queen of this year's prom
was the sophomore attendant to
the prom queen of last year. She
is a member of the Student Relationship Council and is active In
many campus organizations.
Miss Frances Little was Miss
Eastern of 1938 and is attendant
to Miss Eastern for this year.
She is a member of the Home Economics Club, Madrigal Club, Student Relationship Council, Northern Kentucky Club, and Little
Theatre Club.
Miss Peggy Denny of Richmond
is new to the college this year although she attended Model High
School. She is a transfer student
from Sullins College and a member of the Madrigal Club and the
Little Theatre Club.
Members of the Junior class who
competed for the honor of "Queen
of the Prom" were Marion Campbell, Frances Little, Peggy Denny,
Dorothy Dorrls, Ann Stiglitz, and
Louise Holman.

Forensic Tourney
Will Be Held At
Winchester
R. W. Harrison, director of
speech at Winchester high school,
announced that the 12th District
Speech Tournament on March 24
and 25 will be held this year at
Winchester. This year is the first
time that the tournament has not
been held at Eastern Teachers College in Richmond upon the vote of
the committee, according to the
official notification received from
Louis Clifton, University of Kentucky, and Sam Beckley, Eastern
Kentucky State Teachers College.

Donovan Attends State
Advisory Committee Of
Kentucky N. Y. A.
Dr. H. L. Donovan, president of
Eastern, attended the State Advisory Committee of the National
Youth Administration, held In the
Derby Room of the Brown Hotel
at Louisville on Wednesday, February 23. Dr. Donovan was featured as one of the speakers at
this assembly In addition to the
addresses by presidents of the
University of Kentucky, University
of Louisville and Georgetown College.

Military Ball Is
Complete Success
Says Chairman
The third annual Military Ball
held Saturday night, March 4,
was a complete success, according
to the report issued to the Progress by Len Stafford, chairman
of the ball committee. "While the
dance was not a big success in a
monetary way, it was a splendid
example of group endeavor," said
the chairman.
The battery sponsors, Eula Mae
Nunnery and Lois Mae Eich, presided in place of the queen and
battalion sponsor, Louise Holman,
who was ill. Miss Frances Little,
queen of 1938, made the presentations.

Free Afternoon Tea Dance To Be Given
By Social Committee
The social committee of Eastern will sponsor s semi-formal
afternoon tea-dance Saturday
afternoon, March 26, from 8 to
8:30 In the small gym of Weaver Health building.
Music will be furnished by
an orchestra and the program
will be composed of twenty
dances.
" Admission to the' tea-dance
will be free, it was announced
by the committee. Profits made
from the annual home-coming
dance will be used to sponsor
this party. The only requirement Is that students who plan
to attend should register by 10
p. m. Thursday, March 23, at
the Burnam Hall >'esk. This Is
done in order that the committee may make arrangements on
refreshments and sp.cial features.
" All students are urged to attend.

—

Pearson Speaks To
Eastern Science
Club On Television

One of the finest Student Union
buildings in the nation and an important addition to Eastern's
physical plant will be made when
the new building, shown above, is
completed. Construction work on

the building, which will cost approximately $389,000, was begun
last November and should be completed during next school year.
The building will house the college cafeteria, a ballroom, student
lounge, faculty clubroom, small

theater, bookstore, college postofflce, soda fountain, sandwich shop,
offices for student publications,
and number of conference rooms.
C. C. and S. K. Weber, of Cincinnati, are the architects for the
building.
{r-^-

Bids Opened On
Equipment For,^
Union Building

Oentre Wins In
College Oratory
Meet At Georgetown

Mountain Laurel
Festival To Be
Held May 26-27

Supplementary Grant
Of $5,400 To Be Asked
For Added Features
BY REGENTS
Bids on the equipment for the
new Student Union building at
Eastern were opened by the Board
of Regents at a meeting here Saturday. No award was made in
view of the fact that the low bidder, Marshall Field & Co., Chicago,
had not submitted samples of materials to be burnished and the
Board decided to defer the letting
of contract for ten days to give
the Chicago firm an opportunity to
submit samples, plans and layouts
for the equipment.
Other bidders were Morton
Hales Co., Cincinnati, and Otto
Fast ft Son Co., Cincinnati.
Dr. H. L. uonovan, president of
Eastern, was authorized to apply
to the Public Works Administration for a supplementary grant of
$5,400 In order to replace some of
the necessary features of the Student Union building which it was
necessary to deduct when the general contract was let to the A. L.
Coupe Construction Co., of Louisville, because these items when
added to the general contract exceeded the funds available for the
project
Miss L. Katherlne Morgan, secretary to the president and for
several years assistant secretary
to the Board of Regents, was appointed secretary of the Board,
succeeding the late J. W. Cammack, who was a member of the
Board for thirty-three years and
its secretary most of that period.
Resolutions on the death of
Judge Cammack were passed by
.the Board. Jack Nelson, Richmond, contractor on the men's
dormitory, was granted an extension of tune to June 1 for the completion of the building, this approval being concurred in by the
P.W:A. It is expected that one
section of the building will be
completed by the opening of the
spring term. Members of the
Board attending the meeting were
Harry W. Peters, superintendent
of public instruction; Lieut.-Gov.
Keen Johnson, H. D. Fitzpatrick,
Prestonsburg, and Jesse M. Alverson, Lexington.

Y's Name Committee
To Aid Relationship
Council On Handbook
At the cabinet meeting of the
Y. W. C. A. and Y. M. C. A. on
Thursday, March 2, Elizabeth
Flowers, Ann Stiglitz, James Stanfield, and Donald Stieger were appointed to work with the Student
Relationship Council committee In
publishing a handbook for incoming students.
The annual banquet of the "Y's"
will be held at the Glyndon Hotel,
March 16, with Emma Lindley,
chairman of the social committee,
in charge. All members of the
"Y's" are Invited. Tickets which
are 86c may be purchased from
Mary Helen Caywood, Doris Million, Virginia Allen, George Powers, or in the "Y" room In Burnam Hall.
The cabinet members decided to
have their annual camping trip
the weekend of May 20 at Camp
Daniel Boone.

Kenneth Phelfer, Centre College,
Danville, won first place In the
annual Kentucky Intercollegiate
contest held March 5 at Georgetown College. Prof. W. R. Sutherland of the University of Kentucky, secretary of the regional
oratorical association, presided.
Phelfer, who had -or his'subject, "America's Slum," will represent Kentucky at a regional contest in April at Northwestern
University. Second place was won
by Zack Hill of Western State
Teachers College, Bowling Green.
Hiil'8 subject was "Spared for
What."
Eight
colleges,
Georgetown,
University of Kentucky, Centre,
Eastern State Teachers College of
Richmond, Berea, Western State
Teachers College of Bowling
Green, Transylvania and Morehead State Teachers College had
representatives in the contest.
Judges were the coaches of the
various schools, each coach ranking all speakers except the one
from his school. Local arrangements were supervised by Miss
Rena Calhoun, teacher of speech
at Georgetown College and director of speech activities on the
campus.

Kappa Delta Pi
Will Iniate New
Student Members
Seven Students Are
Invited To Take
Part In Fraternity
AT BEREA
The Eastern chapter cf Kr.ppa
Delta Pi,. national honorary fraternity In education, will initiate
seven new members on Marcn 24
at a banquet being given at Boone
Tavern, Berea.
Students who have accepted invitations to join this group, which
Is composed of nineteen faculty
members and and twenty-tour
students members, are: Emily
Alexander, Mary Helen Caywood,
Bessie Clark, Marjorie Lively,
Evelyn Marshall, Clyde Rouse, and
Ann Louise Stiglitz. The initiation
committee Is composed of Helen
Schorle, Dr. Anna Schnleb, and
Mildred Matherly.
The Kappa Delta Pi invites one
per cent of the student body to
join each semester. The requirements are to have a "B" average
in education and to be in the
upper quartiie of the school.
Officers are Lucile Nunnelley,
president; Fred Mayes, vicepresident; Martha Barksdale, secretary-treasurer; Lona Turner,
historian, and Helen Schorle, program. Mr. Mattox, college registrar, is the sponsor of the group.
A committee composed of Sam
Beckley, Lona Turner, Fred Mayes,
and Raymond Ruber has been appointed ft» start a Kappa Delta Pi
student loan fund on the campus.
Activities of the fraternity
scheduled for the remainder of the
semester are: Presentation of a
medal at the end of the year to
the highest ranking sophomore,
and a chapel program on "Teaching as a Profession," scheduled for
the middle of March. Recently, the
club gave a party in honor of the
freshmen with a "B" average.
Over forty members and guests
attended this gala affair.

Pine Mountain
State Park Is
Location Chosen
AT PINEVILLE
The 9 th annual Kentucky Mountain Laurel Festival will be held
In Laurel Cove In Pine Mountain
State Park at Plneville, Ky., Friday and Saturday, May 26 and 27,
according to announcement following the organization meeting held
at Pineville. The main program
will be held on May 26, with the
next day devoted to tours of the
Cumberland Mountains.
R. H. Becker, Pineville oil man,
who was named at the meeting
last year as chairman of this year's
festival, presided at the Initial
meeting and announced the appointment of most of the committee chairmen. He succeeds J. H.
Bailey, who resigned as general
chairman after serving many years
as head of the organization. Mr.
Barker has been program chairman of the festival for several
years. Hal Mould will assist Mr.
Barker.
Headquarters for the festival
will be opened early in March,
with Mrs. Frank Pope as executive secretary. A general meeting
of all committee members was
held Tuesday night, March 7, at
which time some of the state directors and Frederick A. Wallls,
Paris, president of the festival
association, were present.
The grounds at the park were
reported In excellent condition by
Carl Zody, superintendent of Pine
Mountain State Park. The costume committee and coronation
committee will be named this
week and designs for the dresses
to be worn by the 100 or more
court members will be submitted
for approval. All the cities of
southeastern Kentucky co-operate
in producing the festival, the entire program calling for the services of more than 500 residents of
the Cumberland Valley.

Eastern R. 0. T. C.
Receives Portable
Radio Equipment
With the acquisition recently of
two new radio sets for field use,
the equipment of the Eastern
ROTC unit has been brought upto-date, It was announced today
by Captain Eugene M. Link, radio
expert at Eastern. The new sets
are of the portable phone type
and are designed to be carried by
the operator on his back. Weighing about twenty-four pounds, they
have a direct range of five miles,
and can be efficiently operated by
one man. These radios are of the
latest type and only recently were
added to the list of communication systems used in the Field
Artillery.

Progress Needs
Ad Solicitors
The Progress needs additional advertising solicitors. Anyone interested In doing this
kind of work is asked to contact William Adams, Progress
Business Manager, as soon as
possible.

Presents Theory,
Processes and Possible
Aplications of Science

ROBERTS NEXT

Alpha Zeta Kappa
Gives Program At

College Chapel

Varied Program Is
Featured; Debates, ,
Orations On Program

BY STUDENTS

Kampus Kalendar

Former Eastern Student
May Oppose Eastern
Regent In Election

I
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The radio in the rooms of college dormitories has
been a weighty problem for authorities for several
years. But regardless of the serious problem it
presents, it must be admitted that its varied uses
outweigh any trouble it may create.
One rather loses touch with the outside world
when he comes to college. True, chapel speakers
tend to keep up an interest in world affairs, but
that means of contact alone cannot be trusted to
keep the student informed on current events. The
chapel discussions are generally keyed to the past
and treat mainly of probable effects such events
have, or will have, on the future. Clearly, then,
there must be some other means.
It la surprising how many students listen to news
broadcasts. Teachers are often pleased to discover
how much some students know about the latest
news. When questioned, these students generally
say, "I heard it on the radio." The news broadcasts are calculated to give current news in concrete, brief form which will Inform the average
person. A college student often does not have time
to read a newspaper, and a glance at headlines
often is misleading. But one can listen to news
broadcasts while he is doing something else and
still get an accurate picture of what Is happening.
This is only one value of the radio for college
students. It is a cultural, educational, and recreational agency. Saturday afternoons find dormitories ringing with the sound of operas; the average student is learning to appreciate good music.
The great dramas are being broadcast more and
more, and even the Greek classics have been revived. Few programs, if any, have absolutely no
value, and most of them are very good.
The tests of a good program are Its sincerity, its
quality, and its entertainment value. After that,
the only guide for the good programs for students
Is good sense. Of course, there are some students
who have not learned to rationalize their choice.
After all, there is not so much spare time. Select
the programs you think best and arrange things
so that you can skip the objectionable ones. Try
to accept the truth that the radio is an invaluable
source of entertainment and education, and as such.
It should be wisely used. Remember the student
In the next room and consider his desires.
Most college students have an Innate appreciation of the good works. They listen to some trashy
■tuff for some time, but if there is a program that
has quality and interest for them, they prefer it
They will listen to a bad program only until they
find the better one.
We have faith in the good taste of the student
and therefore we regard the radio as an almost
necessary educational aid.
— R C.

LEARN TO WRITE
It's surprising how many people In the outside
world try to write. The butcher, the baker, the
candlestick maker—all of them try their hand at
writing something some time or the other. The
number of people who have written, or are writing,
their life stories is legion. An aspiration to write
is almost as universal, and perhaps as secret as the
ambition for cinema fame.
Writing furnishes an outlet for the emotions
more effectively than any other means. Moods
of black rebellion are not nearly so dangerous in
writing as in open action. Some authorities say
that the use of writing in furnishing a means for
the expression of dangerous inhibitions and emotions is its chief value
But writing has a recreational as well as a social
value. It provides an escape from the hum-drum
of everyday life into the vivid lands and intriguing
personalities of the imagination. It is a comfort
sometimes, to find that it is possible to make people behave in the way one wishes. Routine is
deadly and narrowing unless it is enlivened by
some such personal Interest as writing provides.
For these two purposes, writing does not necessarily need any set rules. It will serve its purpose
without conformity to a standard as long as It
serves only the Individual need. It is when writing
ceases to be an individual matter and branches out
Into community uses that the writer must begin
to prepare himself for a serious, precise study of
words and their value.
A member of the faculty recently remarked that
It was a deplorable fact that Eastern has never
produced a writer. Possibly this is no exceptional
case. Few colleges or universlUes actually
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writers. The educational system in its very nature
does not Encourage too much originality. When
academic and social needs are catered to, there is
little time left for creative writing. Few composition classes allow much individual expression, but
they serve a purpose, in that they teach conformity to rules. The point has been made that writing
needs to follow some system if it Is to be useful
educationally and politically, but there Is always
the danger that too rigid conformity can kill any
interest in writing that may be budding. It is a
veritable genius who can survive the period of preparation authorities claim to be necessary for writing—and still write.
There is much, however, that the individual student can do to learn the technique of writing outside of the classroom. Increasing the vocabularly
is of course the first, requisite. Very little attention
win be paid to that statement because of Its hackneyed nature, but since vocabularly is words and
words are composition, the necessity for it can be
clearly seen. To look up the meaning of a word
and write it down is not enough. A noted film star,
who is noted for his broad vocabulary, says that he
learns one new word a day and then creates situations wherein he can use it. A college student
could very well apply that rule also.
But, rules or no rules, encouragement or no encouragement, every student should write. There
may be many a potential literary figure on the
campus who needs but a little stimulus to emerge
in full power. Students, provide the situations and
the environment needed for writing—and then
write.
—R. C.

R. O. T. C.
(Editorial Comment of The California Daily Bruin)
The new officers of the local R. O. T. C. unit
were announced yesterday; but the announcement
will not cause the usual recurrence of agitation
against military training In colleges. For recent
events in the field of international relations have
done a little more than change the face of the
globe. They have caused a decided change in the
American student's attitude toward the problem of
war and peace and with it a change in his view of
the R. O. T. C.
Not that he likes the compulsory feature of the
corps. He doesn't like to be forced to do anything.
And when that something is as controversial as
learning how best to kill other humans, he Is apt
to rebel.
But he no longer regards the voluntary training
of college men with the same distaste. On the contrary, he is beginning to believe that the basic
principle of R. O. T. C, despite the many stupid
extravagances committed in its name, is reasonable
and Just
It Is foolish in the light of world conditions, he
now feels, to think that peace is to be obtained by
the disarmament of one country. Disarmament,
unless mutual, would be folly. And a quick glance
at the Fascist bloc of nations should be enough to
convince anyone that America would be alone in
discarding arms.
So once our country decides to have an army, It
must decide what kind of army it wants. It may
have a large standing force—a body of men trained
in killing and finding advancement promotion, and
glory most readily during active business seasons.
Such an army would be a perpetual menace to our
peace, a perpetual source of agitation for war.
The other alternative is a small standing army
supplemented by a "citizen army" of reserves—a
force composed of farmers, laborers, professional
men, whose business is peace, not war. They are
men who, once learning the rudiments of warfare,
have returned to their constructive occupations and
who will turn to the destructive business of carnage
only as a last desperate defense of country or
ideals.
The reserve officers' training corps and the civilians' military training corps are the means of creating such an army. One trains the undergraduates of statetyinlversities; the other trains less educated citizens. In whose hands is it better to intrust the potentially dangerous spirit'of militarism,
inevitably found in any type of mass drilling?
The answer is the students. The answer is the
men who have been somewhat trained in scientific
methods of thought; men who would be least likely
to follow the shrill calls of false and selfish emotionalism.
The answer is the R. O. T. C.

Dear Editor:
I should like to call attention
to a thing which I believe is a
hazard to the safety of the students. On the second street hill
there is a fence which has two
rows of barbed wire on top. This
barbed wire is at the heighth of
the eye-line of a normal person.
If at any time, there should be a
person pushed off the sidewalk
against the fence, there might be
serious injury to his eyes.
I do not believe that this wire
is necessary, for the college seldom
if ever has any stock in it
Couldn't it be removed before
something serious happens?
Dear In a Dither:
You are right, my dear, about
the dating on this campus. Most
all of us females would appreciate
it very much if something could
be done, but I hardly think it
possible. You see, living on the
campus involves complications.
Everyone knows who you date and
when. Consequently, when a boy
sees you with someone else, he
won't date you any more. J know
how you feel. I felt that way, too,
but after being here four, I've become acclimated to the tradition,
and you too will fall into the rut
in time, so be patient, and you'll
get over it You probably have a
sweet and steady at home anyway,
so keep your heart for him.
Dear In A Dither:
From your letter which have
appeared in the Progress, you
apparently should be reminded of
a few facts which you either have
disregarded or overlooked.
In the first place, most of the
girls at Eastern Teachers College
are lucky to have even one date
with any boy, without going so far
as to get "sewed-up" by being
fortunate enough to be given two
dates.
And another thing, it seems that
you girls don't realize that there
are many more average goodlooking boys around here than
there are average good-looking
girls. Also, on this campus you
will find that the number of
socially-inclined boys exceeds the
number of socially-inclined girls,
and—it is a well known fact that
most of the co-eds at this teachers
college never had a date until they
came here.
Moreover, for any young person
of the masculine sex, there is a
wealth of material available in
Richmond and the surrounding
vicinity for some very enjoyable
dates, and it is not necessary to
go running home with this central
Kentucky pulchritude before ten
or eleven o'clock.
Signed: One who thought you
should know. \
Dear In a Dither:
I agree with you. How will you
be able to find out if the person
you're dating is the ideal of your
heart If you don't have an opportunity to compare him with other
hopefuls? Look about you, date
a lot of them, and then if .you
still think you've found the one
and only, tie him with the wellknown knot.
And I DO mean YOU.
P. S. Try to date different ones ?
Yah—but the trying won't do an>
good because everyone goes steady
at Eastern except you and me.

Dr. Kennamer Is
Heard By Local
Exchange Club
Speaker Tells of
Advantages of This
Present Age
AT MEETING

"We are lucky to be alive," declared Dr. L. G. Kennamer, member of the Eastern faculty, In an
address before the Richmond Exchange club at their meeting in
the Glyndon hotel Monday night.
Dr. Kennamer based his talk on
the phrase, "I would rather live in
the present age than any age of
Several months ago, a visiting educator said in history."
complimenting the beauty of our campus, "In my
Every age had its problems, just
inspection of your buildings I did not observe a as we have our problems now,"
single architectural monstrosity." A distinction? Dri Kennamer asserted. He cited
By all means. Too often in the mad rush for the difficulties and problems of
various eras in history, namspeed and ultra-efficiency the cultural and aesthe- the
ing specifically the times of Adam
tic values of architecture are forgotten. We should and Eve, of Noah, the pioneer
be indeed grateful to the founders of Eastern whose days in America, the era in which
wisdom and forethought made possible the campus Abraham Lincoln lived.
Dr. Kennamer expressed the
as It is today.
Now we are in the midst of an extensive building need for a youth movement He
that democracies will prosper
program. Pyramids of brick and sand, the feverish i said
only as they look toward their
activity of workmen, all bear mute evidence of three youth. Education, religion, and
new and much needed additions to Eastern's plant. government has a tendency to
Designed for comfort and beauty, dedicated to the forget its youth, he declared.
The Sunday school was a result
use of present and future students, these buildings of a youth movement he said.
will soon stand as a lasting monument to the men He further stated that the first
Sunday school was held during
whose tireless efforts made them possible.
We students should be appreciative of the fact the year Richmond .was being
established in 1790.
that these additions to the campus are being made
Christ was a young man when
for our benefit. An opportunity for personal
he taught his doctrines, and John
growth and cultural advancement Is being presented Wesley was only twenty four
to us and to the generations of students who will years old at the time he founded
the Methodist religion, he defollow in later years.
This government was
It now becomes our responsibility to live up to clared.
founded on the belief in freedom
the standards of achievement set forth by these of religion, he said, and declared
buildings. Physical factors alone can never make that he was rather enjoying the
a college great the full and earnest cooperation freedom of this democracy than
of the entire student body is necessary in the at- any other period in history.
Dr. Kennamer was introduced
tainment of this objective.
We should not be
by A. B. Carter, Eastern faculty
tardy In pledging our full support- to the admin- member.
Leon Elder, president of
istration in the completion of this program.—F. M. the club, presided.
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DO YOU FEEL INFERIOR?
There is probably no one whose
life is not influenced by inferiority
feelings for good or ill. Furthermore, it is generally known that
feelings of inferiority often become
embedded in childhood.
To prove that there i.s a universal sense of Inferiority, we need
but call attention to our inability
to master earthquakes, floods,
hurricanes, and death. Also, men
are strugling by the millions for
food, clothing, and shelter. Nor
does the fact that one is physically
and intellectually capable guarantee success for him in a trade or
profession. Moreover, business is
depressed in many ways which
tend to make men feel inferior.
To show that the sense of inferiority begins in childhood, attention is called to three facts:
1. The human infant has a longer
and greater period of dependency
than any other animal. Young
turtles are barely hatched from
their eggs when they unerringly
"put out to sea" and begin an
independent life. A rat matures
enough for laboratory use in 30
days. A student once told me that
they grew faster than that in his

Don't Be A Joy Killer
Reporter Urges After
Tour of Campus
By SUE BIESACK
Coming out of Roark building
the other morning, we saw a.
young man come up to another,
slap him on the back, and say,
"Spring in the air!" The recipient
of the greeting lifted his eyes,
replied gloomily, "Can't, I hurt
my ankle yesterday," and proceeded on his way. After Mr. Doleful
had departed, the boy who had
been buoyant at first, looked just
like a pricked balloon.
The incident started our piece
of brain to thinking, "Why must
some people take all the joy out
of the lives of others by having
an attitude of depression?" The
longer we thought about it, the
more unfair it seemed, so we consciously observed similar exchanges for several days.
We were truly startled at the
number of "Joy killers" (trite,
but true) that wander about, week
after week. Of course, they fall
into one of two categories: the
perpetualities, (which is really the
worse form) and the temporary
ones. It's unquestionably true that
all of us at some time in our lives
subscribed to the latter group, but,
fortunately, the affliction lasted
but a short time.
The prize taking drama we observed occurred in the post office
Just after the 1:50 mail had come
in. Two girls entered this popular
rendezvous, each going her own
way to inspect the contents of her
box. One of them produced two
letters, the other not a one. This
fact may have been the root of
all the evil—we don't know. At
any rate, girl number one must
have received some exciting, or at
least, pleasant news. She was
eager to share the information
with her companion. "Jimmy has
a Job at last! He's with
company!"
"My brother-in-law worked there
last fall, and his hours and pay
were terrible. In fact, he quit" .
The reader was so engrossed in
the letter that she seemed not
to hear and continued to Impart
her knowledge. "Mother has
bought me that darling gold lami
dress I wanted at Christmas!"
"Do you really like lami? It
doesn't wear very well, but I
guess it is pretty.^'
Too much is enough. The conversation didn't end there, It went
on and on, one commenting, the
other condemning. As the two
disappeared, we silently paid tribute to the girl who so valiantly
withstood discouragement.
It has just occurred tb us (and
certainly to you) that we're acting
{against the doctrine we're advocating. We've probably spread
more than our share of gloom by
this article, so . . . tally-ho.

Duds and Misfires

KENTUCKY

community. But the human infant
Is weak, grows slowly, and develops feelings of inadequacy.
2. Physical disabilities may
cause an Inferiority complex. A
boy had many pimples on his face;
other boys cruelly commented on
the fact and jokingly told him he
had ancestors. Other children were
labelled "Fatty," "Lousy," "Feet,"
"Sissy," and so on in accordance
with their outstanding characteristics. Such children are usually
shamed by the mockery of their
associates.
3. Social and economic factors
cause people, even in America, to
be preyed upon by inferiority feelings. I knew a boy who wore
brogans—one pair were not' mates.
He drove a lame mare and peddled
fruit. As he stood on the "outside
looking in," he saw that some
people have proper food, housing,
■and recreation. He also learned
how children from lower social
and economic levels suffer when
they come close to the artificial
confines of snobbery and tradition.
There are, of course, many other
sources ol inferiority feelings. So
If you have an inferiority complex,
you are in good company. .

Rabbi Rypins In
Chapel Speaks On
"Tolerance Today"
Represents National
Council Of Jews
and Christians
FAVORS DEMOCRACY
Preservation of individual freedom and promotion of racial and
religious tolerance were announced
as aims of the National Conference of Christians and Jews by
Rabbi Fred I. Ryplns, of Greensboro, N. C, speaking at Eastern
Teachers College assembly hour
as representative of the organization. Rabbi Rypins Is chairman of the executive committee of
the Greensboro Council of Catholics, Protestants and Jews.
Among the founders of the conference as named by the speaker
were Chief Justice Charles Evans
Hughes of the United States Supreme Court, the late Rev. S.
Parkes Cadman, former president
of the Federal Council of Churches
of Christ in America; Newton
D. Baker, secretary of war under
Woodrow Wilson, and Roger
Straus, noted philanthropist. These
men joined with others to form a
group with the purpose of spreading tolerance and preserving the
spirit of liberty which America enjoy^, Rabbi Ryplns stated.
Using the slogan, "Make America Safe for Differences," the conference sends out speakers of all
religious denominations to assemblies in different parts of the
country, have regional and national gatherings, roundtable meetings, and a brotherhood week to
further Its aims, according to the
speaker.
_ .."
Rabbi Rypins expressed .the
opinion that the center of conflict
in the world today is the religious
question, freedom of worship, and
urged that all denominations work
together to keep for each individual the right to worship as he
pleases.
"Life in this country would be
poor and weak indeed," he declared, "If it did not allow for differences and disagreements. These
are the things which vitalize us
and lead us on. Let us not take
for granted the fine spirit of 11berity in our country."

Berea Is Host
To Academy Of
Social Science

By W. P. WINSLADE

The senior In chemistry had had
a scene with his fair co-ed, who
finally burst into tears.
"Stop crying! Your tears have
no effect on me. What are they?
A small percentage of phosphorus
salts, a little sodium chloride.-All
the rest—water. Bah!"
Ruthie made an angel cake
For her darling Danny's sake.
"Danny you a piece must take!"
This' she meant
Danny ate it every crumb,
Then he heard the angels hum,
Calling softly, Danny come.".
Danny went
City Chap: "That cow over
there—why hasn't she any horns ?"
Farm Chap: "Well, It's this way.
Seme cows are born without any
horns, and never grow any; some
shed their's; some we dehorn, and
some breeds are not supposed to
have horns at all. There are lots
of reasons why cows don't have
horns, but the main reason why
that cow ever there has no horns
is that she's a mule.".

'1

The south, says Dr. H. C. Nixon,
Tulane University, is suffering
from generation of "exportation of
humanity."
This view was placed before the
Kentucky Academy .of Social Science at its annual meeting here
yesterday.
Dr. Nixon, field secretary of the
Southern Conference on Human
Welfare, said economic and social
problems of the southern states
had been intensified by a "piling
up of humanity and products," because the trend from "exportation" now has been changed by
economic conditions.
Vance Armentrout of Louisville,
associate editor of The CourierJournal, said.'in an address that
the south's problems were also
those of the nation. He spoke in
favor of uniform freight rates.
Other/speakers were Earl Mayhew, at te farm security admlnls- -•
trator; Dr. J. B. Shannon of the
University of Kentucky, Dr. A. G.
Wleldei of Berea College and Dr.
W. J. Moore of Eastern State
Teache i College.

/
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SOCIETY
Opening the social functions for
the second semester were two
lovely teas given by .the social
committee Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons of February 28,
and March 1, from three to five
o'clock in the Recreation Room.
Those receiving guests during
the two afternoons were Mrs.
Emma Y. Case, Misses Cora Lee,
Ruth Dlx, Elizabeth Cherry, Dorothy Dorris, Pearl Stephenson,
Eldora Chamberlain, Mary Thomas
Stockton; Mrs. Noel B. Cuff, Mrs.
Ralph Whalin, Mrs. A. D. Hummel; Messrs. Sam Beckley, Leonard Stafford and James Brock.
Tea was poured In the afternoons by Mrs. A. D. Hummell,
Mrs. Woodrow Hinkle, Mrs. Noel
B. Cuff, Mrs. Ralph Whalin, Mrs.
Milton Barksdale, Mrs. Charles A.
Miss Mary Joseph Leeds, Model
Keith, Miss Lucy Wallace and High School senior, will be preMiss Louise Holman.
sented In a violin recital in the
Hiram Brock auditorium Tuesday,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stevens
March 14, at 8:15 p. m.
announce the marriage of
Miss Leeds, the daughter of Mr.
their daughter
and Mrs. James H. Leeds of RichBonnie
mond, has studied the violin for
to
six years and her present teacher
Mr. Joe Jenkins
Is Mr. Thomas J. Stone, a member
of New Boston, Ohio
of the Eastern faculty.
on the eighth day of February
For the past three years Miss
nineteen hundred and
Leeds has received a rating of
thirty-nine
superior in the Kentucky high
Rev. and Mrs. V. B. Castleberry school music contests and she also
announce the marriage of
received a high rating in the
their daughter
national contest in 1937.
Margaret
Tuesday night's program will
to
make the second time Miss Leeds
Mr. Earl B. Hamilton
has been presented in a violin reof Richmond, Kentucky
cital—her first being In 1936.
on the twenty-fifth day of
Miss Dorothy Baxter, Eastern
February, nineteen hundred
sophomore and the daughter of
and thirty-nine
Judge J. G. Baxter of Richmond,
will accompany Miss Leeds.
Mrs. Marshall Ney (Margaret
The selections to be included on
Hubbard) was on the campus one the program of Miss Leed's are as
afternoon, having come from Lex- follows:
ington where she visited her
I
brother at the University of KenSonata
i
.* Handel
tucky.
Adagio
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Russell were
Allegro
guests of Dr. and Mr?. L. G.
It
Kennamer for the KI.A.C. tournaConcerto in G minor
Bruch
ment
Prelude
Messrs. Richard Green we'.1, John
Allegro
Kalb, Kelly Clore, Raymond Hemm
don, Otwell Rankln and Bill BenBach
nett were among the graduates Concerto in A major
Allegro
who attended the KI.A.C. tournaIV
ment
Fritz Kreisler
Miss Katherine Baggs, Ports- Rondino
Bach
mouth, Ohio, was a visitor on the Air for G string
Romance
Svendsen
campus last weekend.
Miss Qeraldine Allen visited
friends in Burnam Hall Saturday Concert Association may attend
Mr. Clarence Murphy, Richmond, the concert at Frankfort without
and Mr. Fred Rogers, New York, addditlonal charge. The memberstudents at the University of Ken- ship cards of the Madison county
tucky were in Richmond for the association should be presented at
Military Ball.
the door for admission.
Mr. Edwin Barnes, who was
In 1927 Agnes Davis was
awarded a scholarship to Peabody awarded first prize in the AtTeachevs College, was in Rich- water-Kent radio contest. She had
mond for the Military Ball.
appeared with the Philadelphia
Misses Bonnie Applegate and Grand Opera Company In "LakAlma Graham. Messrs. Jarrua me," "Lohengrin" and "Gianni
Hart, Russell Childs, Norbert Schlcci." For the past several
Rechtin, and William Bennett were seasons she has appeared In re
some of the graduates attending citals and as soloist with leading
the Miltary Ball in Richmond
orchestras.
Saturday night.
Miss Virginia Stlth had as her
guest last weekend Miss Vivian Perry-Leslie Group
Morgan of Newport.
Mr. Harold Smith, student of Elects Feltner Head
the University of Cincinnati, w«is
a guest of Mr. Dale Morgan for At a recent meeting of the PerryLeslie Club, Lelia Feltner was
the Military Ball.
Mr. Robert Young a..d his elected president; Homer Davis,
brother of Cincinnati were In Rich- vice president; Bonlta Combs, secmond for the Ball on Saturday retary-treasurer, and Iva Pearl
Stacy, reporter. The newly elected
night.
officers will serve during the remaining portion of the school
Frankfort Concert
year.
The regular meeting time of the
Group Presents
club was fixed at the second and
fourth Mondays of each month.
Reciprocal Program
Social events planned by the club
The Frankfort Community Con- include a dinner party, a picnic,
cert Association will present and a dance. All students from
Agnes Davis, soprano, assisted by Perry and Leslie counties are
Kenneth B. Lee at the piano on urged to attend he meetings and
the evening of March 10 at 8 participate in the outlined proo'clock at the Frankfort High gram.
school auditorium, located at Shelby and Fourth streets, Frankfort,
Ky.
Thru the reciprocal agreement
with the Frankfort association the
members of the Madison County

*
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Unique Townsend Collection Has
Autographed First Editions About •
Kentucky Or Kentuckians As Basis
By MARY AGNES FINNERAN
The rare Townsend Collection of
early state histories, and autographed and first edition books by
Kentuckians or about Kentucky,
purchased a few years ago. by
Eastern
from
John
Wilson
Townsend, noted Kentucky au-;
thor, is the only one of its kind
in existence. It is kept In a special Kentucky room in the Oabbe
Library at Eastern, which Is not
accessible at all times to all students, but is reserved for the use
of those who are doing research
work. The original purchase of
seventeen hundred volumes was
an accumulation made over a period of twenty-five years, which
Eastern has added to from time
to time. It now consists of approximately 3,600 books, innumerable letters, pictures, and pamphlets.
This collection grew out of the
labor entailed in the publishing of
Mr. Townsend's book "Kentucky
in American Letters" which appeared in 1912. During its creation, It was necessary for him to
contact many authors and review
many books. Authors often sent
complimentary copies of their
books to him for reviews and it
was often necessary to purchase
many others not available m libraries. This collection afterwards
became a hobby that occupied the
best part of thirty years of his
life. His ambition was to secure
autographed first editions of all
books by Kentucky authors or
concerning the state, aWPHnsert
a letter from the author as well
as annotations, reviews, or other
clippings in each volume. This
unique practice not only developed
a library of rare material of local
Interest, but one that will become
more valuable thru the years. The
opinon has been expressed by J,
T. C. Noe, poet laureate of Kentucky, that the purchase may some
day be valued at around $30,000.
A complete collection of early
state histories, which form the
nucleus upon which all Kentucky
histories are baaed, is a past of
the collection. One of the earliest
histories, published in 1786, which
is a French translation of the
first Kentucky history by Fllson
(1784), used to publicize and attract French settlers to the new
colony in lieu of newspapers and
radio, is one of the prizes of the
collection.
In the Kentucky room are autographed copies and first editions
of some of the books of such famous authors and poets as J. T.
Cotton Noe, poet laureate of the
state, James Allen Lane, Jesse
Stuart, Irvin S. Cobb, American
humorist, the' writings of ...Henry
and Marcellus Cassius Clay, John
Uri Lloyd, one of the two complete
collections of the works of Madison Cawein in existence, and the
books of Alice H. Rice, beloved
authoress of "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch."
A special book plate is used for
was designed by Sudduth Gorr, a
wes designed by Sudduth Gorr, a
native of Lexington, now connected with the Art Institute of
Chicago. All additional books donated or "on loan" have special
plates inserted with name, date,
and address of donor.
It is the aim of Eastern to instill In all Kentuckians a just
pride In this enterprise that the
state may honor its many natives
who have achieved the pinnacle of
fame, and that an adequate collection may be built as an aid to research workers and publishers.
Occasionally an alumni or Interested Individual will add a gift to

this collection, such as the presentation by Josiah Lilly of Indiana,
of the copies of all the songs of
Stephen Collins Foster, each edition being an exact reproduction
of the original. In this way the
collection will steadily increase in
value and size.
A catalogue of the Kentucky
Room at Eastern is being completed at the present time as a
project of the Works Progress Administration at Louisville. Thru
the efforts of the present librarian,
Miss Mary Floyd, Mr. Walter M.
Hoefelman, state director of the
Historical Records Survey, WPA,
and Miss Wilder of that department, a two-volume supplementary
catalogue of the Collection of
Kentuckiana will be ready for distribution to the other libraries In
the near future. A peculiar coincidence Is the fact that Mr. Townsend, the original collector, Is employed at the present time in this
Historical Records Survey office.
No information of the kind that
will be contained in the catalogue
has heretofore been available to
the general public and the value
of the Townsend Collection to the
state has not been recognized. It
Is a depository of valuable material for research workers and publishers.
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SKIRTS
BLOUSES
SWEATERS
■

A Flare of Style and Smart Lines in
Becoming New Shades. They will fit
into your wardrobe adding newness at
such Reasonable Prices.
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$1.95 $2.95 $3.75
THE LOUISE SHOP
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AT YOUR SERVICE

MADISON DRUG CO.
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*For active days ... on the
campus ... shopping around
the town . . . choose the tailored beauty of these 3thread chiffons by Holeproof. Dull and clear . . .
to accent your trim legs and
slender ankles. Flatteringly
sheer, yet practical for busy
days because they're famous Holcproof quality. Lace
runstop. Newest colors.

Out for something NEW
—something different this
Spring?
Come to The
United . . . rejoice in our
young, "pretty" fashions!
SWIRL
PRINTS

79c

$1

g'uallty Doubly C«rtlB»d by
ood Houivkeepicg and th%
B«H»i.Fabilci Tailing Buiaou

STANIFER'S

DEPT.
Second and Main Streets

**S

"KMAPT STYLUS"
SMART
STYLES

Main at Second

+<*

Richmond, Ey.

THIS COSTS NOTHING!!
You Can Have an Extra Pair of Silk Hose FREE!!
Add Your Name to Lerman Bros. SILK STOCKING
CLUB Without Charge
iWc, 79c, 98c, Grades Only
Be One Of The Charter Members—Read Our Introductory Offer Below!
JOIN TOMORROW!

HERE'S HOW—
Simply come to our hosiery counter as
usual and as you make purchases of our
better grades of silk hosiery (69c, 79c or
98c) we will enter your name for a free
pair. Buy only what you need. As
each purchase is made your entry card
is punched showing the number of pairs
bought. When you have purchased
twelve pairs ... the thirteenth is yours
free!
You need not buy more than one pair
at a time. The card with your name
on it keeps a record ... and you always
get one pair of the kind of hose you
want. . . FREE!

Start Your
SPRING WARDROBE

With'
A REEFER OR
A CLASSIC COAT

The Margaret
Burnam Shop
North Second St.

Of wonderful , all-wool
fabrics, beautifully tailored! A thoroughly utlsfactory suit — there's
nothing smarter or more
practical! The top coat is
grand worn separately.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Silk Hosiery Club Special—$1.00 Artplus Silk Hose 79c Pair
Silk Crepe
For superb quality, fit and fine style, we recom*
Silk Chiffons
mend Archers. Once worn you'll want no others.
Silk Service
Choice of six new fashionable shades ... 8^ to
Perfect Quality
Full Fashioned
10 sizes.
Lace & Band Tops

KNOWN

FOR

BETTER

VALUES"
si

I

•
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Hilltoppers Sweep Through K. I. A. C.
Tournament for Eighth Consecutive
Time; Morehead Downed in Final Tilt
Western Leads At
Half by 20-14;
Final Score is 37-33
ALL STARS NAMED

Hilltoppers Cop
SIAA Title For
Fourth Year
Saddler Scores
26 Points To
Spark Toppers

Spring Football
Practice Is On
At Eastern
For three consecutive years
Eastern has been the host school
for the KIAC basketball tournament and during that period I've
heard nothing but praises and
compliments for the splendid manner in which all affairs have been
handled. As to the tournament
just passed, this was even more
so, because of two years previous
experience, Mr. McDonough, Eastern's Athletic Director, knew all
the answers, when to say "no"
and when to "yes." So to Mr.
McDonough, the athletic department, and athl;tic assistants,
congratulations. -

About Forty Report
For Month's Warm-Up
and Preliminary Drill

•»

.
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Shoe Repair Specials
Ladies

HEEL TAPS

COMPOSITION
OR LEATHER

c pair

LOST ONLY SIX

Basketball forgotten and the
The Hilltoppers from Western
time not yet right for baseball,
won their eigth straight K.I.A.C.
athletic activities at Eastern
tournament here, February 23-25,
Teachers College have turned to
by downing Coach Ellis Johnson's
spring football practice with a
men by a 37-33 count. Showing
squad of about 40 reporting to
real strength, Ed Diddle's men
Coach Rome Rankln and his
managed to stay ahead of the
assistants.
inspired Morehead team throughUniforms and equipment were
out the close game. The largest
issued recently to the squad, but
The veteran Coach Ed Diddle
margin was eight points, at 36-28.
The teams advanced to final and his Western Teachers College
Recently, Mike Jacobs, boxing rain and the condition of the
battle by winning semi-final games Hilltoppers added another trophy promoter, announced officially practice field has prevented much
earlier in the day. Morehead upset to their already bulging collection that Louis and Galento had signed outside work. Chalk sessions and
Murray 44-37 and Western won of hardware by defeating Jackson- for a championship match to be various muscle-loosening exercises
ville Alabama Teachers 54-43 in held sometime in June. Tony to- were dished out to the boys in
easily from Transylvania 53-40.
Western went ahead in the the final game of the Southern day can boast of one of the ring's the gymnasium.
The Maroons lose only six men
opening minutes of the game and Intercollegiate Athletic Associa- greatest "build ups," developed
was never headed. The two quints tion basketball tournament held thru the efforts of Mr. Jacobs. by graduation this year and only
three of them were considered
played on equal terms the first March 3-5 at Bowling Green. The
half, but experience of the Hill- victory marked the third time in However, in the face of all this regulars. Coach Rankln Is seeking
toppers was responsible for the succession and the fourth time in ballyhoo, I'm inclined to believe replacements for Walter Hill and
20-14 lead the Diddlemen had at the last six years that a Diddle- that Clem McCarthy of Eastern Bill Hagood, co-captains of the
the half. The first half featured coached team has won the cham- (Elmo Ryle) called the winning 1938 team, and Woodrow Lydey.
the close playing of Kirk of More- pionship. In 1935 and 1936 it lost number in stating that Two-Ton Hill was an end, Hagood a tackle
Galento will see the beginning of and Lydey a center.
head and Towery of Western. Both in the finals.
the end about the fourth round.
Some dozen who will be sophomen, well over the 6' 6" mark,
The game despite the margin It's too bad Louis is always in a
mores next year and about six
held each other to few scoring of victory, was one of the highhurry
to
get
homeA
who had not previously been out
oppportunities. Towery was one lights of the tourney. Jacksonfor the team, will complete the
of the stars of the final game and ville opened the game with the
In the last game of the tournaalso of the tournament.
hottest exhibition of goal shooting ment between Western and More- squad.
Rankln lost no starting backs
The Hilltoppers came back after demonstrated during the meet.,
the half with plenty of confidence hitting approximately 75 per cent head, when the Eagles were mak- and barring injuries, the Maand while they never ran up a of its shots as it moved into an ing It rather hot for the Hilltop- roons should be stronger In the
big lead, they played slow, con- 11-6 lead in the first six minutes. pers, Coach Diddle substituted his backfield next year, as last year's
sistent type of ball that assured It spectacular goal shooting gave pet guard, Hackett. Immediately, ball carriers were mostly sophothem of victory. Saddler and Western followers buck ague as it someone near the top row of the mores. A ndmber of good backs
Towery of Western were high appeared that the Alabama team bleachers yelled down to Western's are coming up from last year's
scorers with eight points. Wiggers was out to duplicate it inspired coach. "Better watch him, Diddle, frosh team.
Coach Rankln plans to continue
mama's boy will get hurt." This
of Morehead set a new record for performance of the afternoon.
high-scoring in the tournament by
remark, I believe, was the result spring practice for four weeks.
Western's
fans
lost
their
jitters
making 20 points in the semi-final
a foul Hackett had committed Fundamentals will be stressed
when Harry Saddler, who scored of
game against Murray.
previously
on Jack Kirk. How- with some mapping of basic plays
At the conclusion of the game, 26 points, set off a spark that ever, Coach Diddle In his usual, and polishing' up on passing and
Lieut. Gov. Keen Johnson pre- rushed the Hilltoppers into a 12- snappy manner replied in a loud kicking featured.
sented trophies emblematic of the 12 tie and from there to a 26-18 voice, "Don't you wish you had
championship to Western. More- margin at the half. The Jackson- one like him?" That statement,
head was presented with the run- ville team was at a complete loss come to think of it, is certainly
ner-up trophy. Gold basketballs to stop the spectacular Saddler, significant when one recalls the
were presented to the members of as the Summer Shade youth had games Western displayed during
the champion team and silver his jump shot and push shot click- the time this young man was out
awards were given to the More- ing to perfection.
play. They certainly weren't These Are Not Special Bat Are
The entire first team of the of
head squad.
the
team then to defeat Kentucky Our Regular Prices.
Best of
The all-tournament honor team, Western Hilltoppers was named on —although this may be disputed. Materials Used.
selected by coaches, officials, and the all-S.I.A.A. honor squad of ten Hackett, though not a score-crazy
newspapermen, was announced fol- players after coaches, newspaper- basketballer, exhibited to tournalowing the game. The squad was men and officials balloted for the ment fans that he was Western's
Leather or Corapo.'
as follows: Saddler, Hackett, and outstanding players of the meet. key player, the type of athlete the
Towery, all of Western; Panther It marked .the first time in history late "Cack" Demoisey proved to
of Louisville; Carneal of Murray, that an entire team was so
be for Eastern.
Shoupe of Union, Gant of More- honored.
head, and Stopp of Transylvania.
The Western players named to
For the past five years a cerThis year was Western's eighth the team were Harry Saddler,
consecutive win in the fourteen Carlyle Towery, John Hackett, tain gentleman from the University of Kansas has been making
years that the tournament has Herb
Herb Ball
Ball and
and Wilson
WUson Stemm.
B»m
the headlines of every newspaper
been held. It is also the third conJacksonville, the team defeated m the country because of his unLeather or Compo.
secutive year that Western has
the final game, drew two berths qualled victories and records in
placed at least three men on the in
on the team, Sam Bailey and Em- ^ wor,d ^ sporta. -n^t man ^
honor team.
mett Plunkett being elected to the none other
^
^^ Glenn
cu^^g.
Glenn Cunningthan
squad.
ham. It has been repeatedly, dis- Modern Shoe Repairing At A
Louisiana Normal, a semi-final- puted whether or not Glenn could Price You Can Afford To Pay.
ist, also had two nominated in win a race other than that in his
DOWNSTAIRS AT UNITED'S
Tandy Jackson and John Elkins. „own specialties, the 1500 meters,
BUI Carneal of Murray was the and the mlle But this has now
other player to be honored.
been settled and also branded
Cunningham as the world's greatest runner. Don Lash, InternaBEREA, Ky., March 9—EasteAi
tional title holder of the two-mile
Maroons defeated the Berea,Colrun, challenged
the "Kansas
lege swimmers in a meet held In
Flash" in a special race of the
the Seabury Pool here Monday
above-mentioned two-mile variety.
night, 42-34. Before the final event
Be
the
woman
other
Of course, most of the experts exthe score was 34-34, but Eastern
women copy! Select your
In
a
shoulder-tc-snoulder
match
pected
Lash
to
make
a
walkaway
pulled to the front by winning
last Saturday between the ROTC of the dual clash, held in Madison
entire Spring wardrobe
the 400-yard relay.
pistol teams of Xavier University Square Garden, but means of a
here where high fashion
Medley Berea. Time, 3:49.9.
225-Yards—Brock, Eastern, first; of Cincinnati and Eastern Ken- sensational quarter-mile sprint,
costs you little!
Whltaker, Berea, second; McQulre, tucky State Teachers College the Glenn edged out Lash by a mere
former
team
gained
revenge,
by
a
four
feet.
Cunningham
can't
bear
Berea, third. Time, 2:58.
50- Yards — Dickman, Eastern, score of 1256 to 1242, for the de- defeat—he has no reason to.
DRESSfirst; Roth, Eastern, second; Mc- feat which they received at the
hands of the local team in an earMAKER
Clure, Berea, third. Time, :27,
Diving—Dickman, Eastern, first; lier match fired at Cincinnati. The
COATS
Brooks, Berea, second; Whitaker, high scorer for the day was Cadet
Lieutenant J. ft R$es, of Xavier, *
. Berea, .thittL. ,..—.
.,,.„.»„ .-.*. Who
'shot a score of 276. High
400-Yard Free Style—Begley,
*
Berea, first; Hennessey, Eastern, scorers on the Eastern team were
second; Roth, Eastern, third. Time Chester Hill, 259; Richard Brown,
251; James Stocker, 246; Charles
1:04.5.
150 - yard Backstroke — Roth, Floyd, 244, and David Anthony,
Eastern, first; Mills, Eastern, sec- 239.
Several matches of the postal
ond; Hedley, Berea, third. Time,
variety have been fired this week
2:09.
200-Yard Breaststroke Hacket, with colleges in other parts of the
Berea, first; Felton, Berea, second; states, results to date being: UniWhitaker, Berea, third. Time, versity of Florida, 1297; Eastern
1300; Michigan State 1366; East3:05.1.
400-Yard—Begley, Berea, first; ern 1300.
Brock, Eastern, second; Wesley,
Berea, third. Time, 6:51.
400-Yard Relay—Eastern, 4:34.
VULCAN IRVINE
Judges—Armstrong, Noll, Capps
of Berea. Timekeeper- SpringLadies' and Men's Tailor
stead, Berea.
Cleaning, Presshif, Bepalrtag
Second and Main Streets
Made In Richmond
Phone 898
215 Main St

HONOR TEAM

**r
»

UNITED'S

SHOE REPAIR DEPT.

We Specialize on Invisible and Crepe Half-Soling;

RIVERS SHOE SHOP
STANIFER BI.IMi

COME IN AND TRY OUR EXCELLENT

Fountain Service
Parker Fountain Pens — Toiletries
Whitman Candies — School Supplies
We carry all leading brands of Cosmetics

Coreett Drug Store
J. T. HINKLE

WOODROW HINKLE

OLDHAM, ROBERTS
& POWELL *
Incorporated

FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
AMBULANCE SERVICE

HALF SOLES,

49c

RUBBER HEELS

West Main Street

Phone 413

24c

LADIES LIFTS .

Exclusive Styles

17c

Maroon Tank
Team Downs
Berea, 42-34

Xavier Pistol Team
Defeats Eastern
In Close Match

LEXINGTON

ADAM
HATS 111
:::::::
:::::::

There's an Adam Hat style for your
particular type. Not a hat ta be "on
top" of you, ljut a hat to be part of
you. See the new shapes <r ^** Q C
and colors to-day!
** M_ <>••
Mm

Liutmiiitov

liera 1 c 1-Leader

Lexington Herald
6 Mornings
15c
Lexington Leader
6 Evenings
15c
Agent:

Jesse Jones

,

Phone 11

Opper Of Kentucky
Selected As Best
Player In South

GO TO THE
KNOXVILLE, Tenn., March 4—
Olney (Bowser) Chest of Nashville, veteran Southeastern Conference basketball official, paid
tribute tonight to Bernie Opper,
For All Kinds of
"In my opinion," said Chest,
referee of the Kentucky-Tennes, SMALL RADIOS
see game, "Opper is one of the
greatest guards the. South has
ever produced. I put him on a
par with Bozie Berger."
KEYS MADE
Opper, captain of the Wildcats,
TYPEWRITERS REPAIRED
received more votes than any
other member of the all-tournaPhone 104 Madison Theatre Bldf
ment team.

FIXIT SHOP

^%FOR^/j

$5.00 UP

H. M. WHITTINGTON CO.
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER

ELDER'S PRESENT NEW

Iwiomlll «t Penney's!

Spring 1939 Fashions

Tops in styling, fabrics and
patterns! Fine durable worsteds in fashion-first spring
colors! Single and double
breasted models to choose
from—ell savings-priced 1

Second Street

for young men. and young women at prices
you can afford to pay.

RICHMOND BAKERY

E. v: ELDER

Pies, Potato Chips, Cakes, Pastries of All Kinds
,
L_
The Home of Maryland Biscuits

Nationally Advertised Lines

^

■

Bay Here and Save
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